
JADE 
◊ Live painting on 16x20x1.5" 

gallery-wrapped canvas
◊ Wedding couple + background 

painted in detail
◊ 30+ hours of studio painting 

time to complete the piece
◊ Painting delivered or shipped 

to couple up to 7 weeks 
following reception date

$1200

SAPPHIRE
◊ Live painting on 18x24x1.5" 

gallery-wrapped canvas
◊ Wedding couple + up to 4 

additional guests + background 
painted in detail

◊ 40+  hours of studio painting time 
to complete the piece

◊ Painting delivered or shipped to 
couple up to 9 weeks following the 
reception date

$1600

DIAMOND
◊ Live painting on 24x30x1.5" 

gallery-wrapped canvas
◊ Wedding couple + up to 8 additional 

guests + background painted in detail
◊ 55+ hours of studio painting time to 

complete the piece
◊ Painting delivered or shipped to couple up 

to 11 weeks following the reception date 
◊ Two 11 x 14” matted giclée prints of 

original painting included 

$2250

CUSTOM
Would you like to change 
the canvas size or purchase 
additional prints of the 
completed painting?  

Choose the custom package 
to modify an existing 
package to your specific 
needs!

$999+

Live Wedding Painting Packages
by Fine Artist Steph Moraca

Seven percent sales tax is not included in the prices above.  A non-refundable installment of 25% of package price plus tax is required to book live painting event.   
The remaining balance (plus travel) is due one week before the event.  Weddings outside of the Pittsburgh, PA region will incur additional travel costs.

ALL PACKAGES INCLUDE: 
⬨ Detailed communication session prior to booking event

⬨ Up to five hours of live painting by award-winning artist Steph Moraca at the event 
⬨ Paintings are made via the layering method- the painting is NOT completed at the event, but finished with more detail in studio several weeks after the event

⬨ Paintings completed using oil paint on 1.5” thick gallery-wrapped canvas, with concept continued onto side borders of canvas
⬨ Wire mount installed for hanging completed painting

⬨ Protective gloss varnish applied to completed painting to preserve art for a lifetime
⬨ Complimentary delivery or shipment of original completed painting to wedding couple

Steph Moraca
Fine Artist
412.680.8692
info@stephmoracafineart.com

Schedule 
your free 

consultation 
today!


